Accu-Steel Pro-Advantage Buildings

Experience the
Pro-Advantage

Same Quality With More Height

Accu-Steel’s Pro-Advantage buildings are an extension of our Advantage building line. They are
designed to meet the customer’s needs and to fit their operation applications. Proven to be one of
the most efficent and economical structures for land and resource use, the Pro-Advantage offers
buildings ranging from 96’4”-140’ widths. If you are in the grain industry or the livestock business,
purchasing bulk materials for municipalities, sheltering large equipment for mining operations or
marine storage, our Pro-Advantage buildings will work for you. Let Accu-Steel help you choose the
right size structure and profile for your operation.

www.AccuSteel.com 1.877.338.6936 sales@asicoverbuildings.com

Built Strong with Quality Material:
Pro-Advantage buildings are a quality choice compared to traditional bins,
bunkers, silos, or temporary poly storage. This is because they provide similar
protection while offering numerous options and many years of service. Their
ability to offer abundant natural light, lower energy costs, and better airflow
compared to other building options is a bonus. Equipped with a hot-dipped
galvanized steel frame and the high quality Enduro-Loc fabric makes for minimal
maintenance.

Ahead of the competition:

• Enduro-Loc fabric allows for natural light and airflow throughout the
building to keep a more consistent work place which lowers the overall
energy cost
• Hot-Dipped galvanized steel protects against corrosion
and weakened structural integrity
• Our Keder track system has individual covers every 16’ bay which
gives you the ability to expand and makes maintenance on the building
easier

The Accu-Steel Promise:

We promise to deliver a full-range of
high-quality fabric covered buildings
at the best possible price. Our
recommendations will have your
unique business objectives in mind
and every member of our staff is
dedicated to providing you with

• Designed with rigorous engineering principles to ensure a long lasting
performance

an exceptional level of service and

• Equipped with an industry leading, 20-year comprehensive warranty

you.

support. That is our commitment to
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